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I always had an interest in bonsai, but I never had the opportunity to get involved.  
The opportunity presented itself when I learned of Minoru Akiyama, a bonsai artist living in a 
town next to mine. I've had the pleasure of photographing his bonsai since 2017. Mr.Akiyama, 
born in 1979, is one of the most distinguished bonsai-artists in Japan. He was the youngest 
bonsai artist to receive the Prime Minister's Award, validifying him as the best in his field in 
Japan (which ultimately means in the world.) Mr. Akiyama works domestically as well as 
travelling to the U.S. and Europe several times every year, to care for his clients' bonsai trees and 
to give talks and workshops.  
 
There has been a constant stream of various of bonsai trees brought Into my studio from 
Akiyama Bonsai-en; namely the black pine, juniper, Chinese juniper, persimmon, wild plum, 
satsuki (Japanese azalea), and yama-momiji (Japanese maple). They vary in size and age-- The 
smaller ones are around 10cm tall, and the larger ones are around 100cm tall. They may be a few 
decades old, even up to a few centuries old.  
Once a single bonsai tree is placed in a room, many of us can intuitively sense and understand 
the quintessence of bonsai. 
 
People are surprised at how a bonsai tree instantly dominates the atmosphere of the room it is 
placed in. That Intense tension in the room soon changes to a slow passing of time, calming our 
hearts. Famous bonsais may be hundreds or thousands of years old. Perhaps the time it has 
withstood gives the tree a kind of aura. 
 
And perhaps I continue to photograph bonsais to find out why they have such an effect. Its 
greatness is not something that can be explained in words.  
 
Its life, sustained inside a small pot, with the smallest amount of soil, both embraces tranquility 
of life and agitation of death. Its existence, so powerful, distinguished, and radiating, makes it 
worthy of marvel. While a bonsai mimics nature, it is not left untamed in the wild. Bonsai is a 
creation born out of a playful collaboration between nature and people. Its purpose can be 
perceived as one of metaphysical ideology.  
 
The world of Bonsai is similar to that of the world of haiku and waka, as it is built on minimal 
elements alone. Furthermore, I’ve always felt that photography and haiku are very similar 
methods of expression. 
 



 
"In the spring, cherry blossoms, in the summer the cuckoo. 
In autumn the moon, and in winter the snow, clear, cold." 
 
Dogen Zenshi（1200～1253）lived in the early Kamakura era. He hailed from China, and was 
the first man to bring Zen teachings to Japan, subsequently establishing the Japanese Zen. This 
waka was written by Dogen, describing what seems an obvious depiction of nature. Flowers 
blossom in the spring time, birds chirp under the trees during the summer, the moon is 
extraordinarily beautiful in the fall, and in the winter, the snow is cold and pure. When 
something so obvious and plainly understood to anyone is accepted as being a self-evident truth, 
we enter a world in which nature and people become one. This relates back to the old Japanese 
threefold theme "setsu-getsu-ka", referencing the seasons in association with snow, moon, and 
flowers. 
 
Similary, Basho Matsuo, the greatest haiku poet of the Edo period, wrote a haiku capturing the 
most extreme of emotions and extraordinary experiences in the small, beautiful island of 
Matsushima: 
 
"Matsushima! Matsushima! Oh! Matsushima!" 
 
He stated a fact in 17 characters using plain words. Just by this simple act, the audience receiving 
it can imagine the majestic scenery in their hearts, conjuring up many emotions. That is the 
power of haiku, and I'm impressed by its magic-like quality.  
Through my work "BONSAI", I want everyone to view and experience this minimal yet 
maximum effect, or in other words, infinity. 
 
You may think "I could go see an actual bonsai instead", but 
I wanted people to hear the "conversations" I had directly with the bonsai. That's why I'm putting 
out these photographic works for the world to see. 
I continue to create work in search of a common ground between the quintessence of bonsai and 
the quintessence of what I perceive as the universe (which is, all things). 
If Bonsai is a collaboration between nature and people (or the bonsai artist), I have injected 
myself into that collaboration, enjoying this serious game.  
 
Bonsai 
Bonsai is a Japanese art form using grass and trees.  
In China, "Penjing" has been cultivated for over 2,500 years, popularized during the Tang 
dynasty. It is said to have been introduced to Japan during the Heian period (744 - 1185).  
A handful of soil and a pot is used to recreate the wild landscapes of the great outdoors. 



The effort required in nurturing and cultivating these plants are immense, requiring expert 
craftsmanship. The process takes decades to completion. In other words, bonsai is a living form 
of art.  
 
The bonsai artist imagines the form a tree should take in the future, places the tree on a tray, 
decides the front view, clips its branches, and applies wires to shape the branches. Tree growth is 
slow, but with the help of the bonsai artist, it gradually takes on its form. Through such repeated 
maintenance, and with the time and attention it is given, bonsai trees acquire its regal presence 
and a feeling of history.  
Like antiques, the provenance of a bonsai tree will affect the value it is given. Famous trees are 
often presented with a list of its previous owners.  
The art of bonsai takes a limited space, such as a plant pot, then places trees, grass, and 
sometimes rocks in it, to recreate the old world of mountains, water, trees, and rocks. However, 
merely depicting a wild tree in miniature scale on a tray, does not provide the bonsai its 
quintessence, or differentiate it from any potted household plant. The quintessence of bonsai 
condenses and imitates nature. The ideal form of bonsai is an improved version of nature, and 
furthermore, this art form should convey "intelligence, reason, and character". In that sense, 
bonsai is a type of landscape art, just like the Chinese "Shan shui" paintings. Here, "Shang shui", 
or “mountain river”, does not simply point to the mountains and the rivers, but is rather a 
spiritual symbol in a secular world -- A world that is inseparably connected to philosophy, 
religion, history, literature, art, and other cultural values. 
 
The idea that "All of nature is not necessarily beautiful; only parts of nature that is in harmony 
with the human ideals of ‘beauty’ alone are beautiful", has a modernity to it that relates back to a 
kind of ideological aesthetic. To a bonsai artist, the "bonsai" is more beautiful than nature itself.  
 
 
 
 


